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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

Water Modelling Solutions were engaged by City of Greater Bendigo to undertake a detailed stormwater investigation including
assessment of mitigation options for the township of Heathcote in central Victoria. Following the draft 1% AEP flood results,
discussions were conducted with Dryside Engineering and City of Greater Bendigo to identify locations within the township worst
affected by stormwater inundation and potential mitigation options at these locations. Ten (10) mitigation options ranging in
complexity were determined. These are the preliminary results of those mitigation options. The modelling results for these options
will be used to inform future infrastructure investments for the town.

1.2

EXISTING FLOOD RISK

Prior to the preliminary mitigation assessment the 1% AEP storm event under existing condition, shown in Figure 1-1, was modelled
to understand the current level of flood risk and help identify where the most beneficial mitigation options could be implemented.
The existing scenario identified a number of key problem areas where mitigation options may benefit, these included:
•

The Dead Horse Gully inflow to the township.

•

Playne and Mitchell Streets drainage and sheet flow.

•

Barrack Street drainage.

•

Golden Gully and High Street; and,

•

Caledonian Gully.

Flood depths in these areas posed minimal to significant risk to properties and road infrastructure. As such, the majority of the
proposed mitigation infrastructure centred around options to alleviate stormwater inundation in these problem areas.
The largest depths, velocities and hazards are found within McIvor Creek and its tributaries. These results will be further discussed
in the final Heathcote Stormwater Investigation Report. The 1% AEP existing stormwater depths near each proposed mitigation
option are found in Appendix A.
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Figure 1-1

Existing Stormwater Depths (m)
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2

PRELIMINARY MITIGATION OPTIONS

2.1

OVERVIEW

An initial consultation was undertaken Water Modelling Solutions with Dryside Engineering and the City of Greater Bendigo in May
2021 in which mitigation options were collated and discussed. During the discussion 10 mitigation options were identified. The full
list of options is discussed in Section 2.2 below.
Preliminary analysis was undertaken for the 10 mitigation options, outlined in Section 2.2 Preliminary Mitigation Options
Assessment. The options are reviewed and provide a comprehensive assessment of the feasibility.
From the 10 preliminary options a refined list of 3-4 mitigation options will be further investigated. From these results a detailed
mitigation options assessment will be provided which includes costings and preparation of concept design plans. The selection
criteria will be based on degree of flood impact improvement effectiveness, consequential adverse impacts, environmental risks
and feasibility.

2.2

PRELIMINARY MITIGATION OPTIONS ASSESSMENT

This section of the report presents the results of the preliminary modelling of 10 options (or combination of options) aimed at
reducing the flood risk within the Heathcote township from stormwater inundation. The preliminary mitigation option locations are
shown below.
Each option was modelled for a full range of durations over the 1% AEP flood event. The impacts of the 1% AEP event are described
and mapped below to understand the impact of each option on the flood behaviour.
The existing and mitigation model scenario surface water elevation results for the 1% AEP event were analysed and compared to
determine the impact of the proposed mitigation infrastructure on the flood levels throughout the township. This comparison is
calculated by subtracting the existing scenario from the mitigation scenarios.
‘Mitigation Scenarios – Existing Scenario = Difference comparison results’
Environmental and heritage impacts as well as damages and feasibility assessments are not included in the scope of this project
however should be taken into consideration during future implementation of mitigation. However, the costings and concept plans
will assist in these assessments of 3-4 mitigation options/schemes.
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Figure 2-1

Preliminary Mitigation Option Locations

2.2.1

Option 1 – Playne Street and Mitchell Street Upgrades

2.2.1.1

Location and Description

Option 1 was recommended for preliminary assessment and involves increasing and further establishing the stormwater
infrastructure along Payne and Mitchell Streets. During the 1% AEP storm event backwater occurs between Pohlman Street and
Mitchell Street. This is further exacerbated by sheeting flow across Playne Street from Ebden Street and the rail trail. The increase
in capacity and establishment of stormwater infrastructure in the area aims to increase the amount of flow conveyed across the
area and reduce stormwater inundation to properties in the local area.
In the existing scenario over 20 properties experience inundation of between 100 – 550 mm at the rear of the parcels along an
existing drainage line. The existing drainage is unable to compensate for the flows through the region causing storm water to pond
in the depressions between High Street and Hunter Drive, Hunter Drive and Marshall Crescent, Marshall Crescent and Mitchell Street
and Mitchell Street and Polman Street. It is possible that many of the properties in this area may experience above floor level
inundation during the 1% AEP storm event.
For this mitigation scenario a series of 300 mm stormwater pipes and associated side entry pits (SEP) were modelled along Playne
Street. These are designed to capture the sheeting flow limiting depths on the affected properties. The capacity of stormwater pipes
along Mitchell Street were increased to between 525 to 600 mm. The pipes then run parallel to Mitchell Street, across High Street,
allowing for stormwater to divert along Mitchell Street to the outfall at McIvor Creek earlier than the existing system.
2.2.1.2

Stormwater Impacts

The results shown in Figure 4-2 represent no significant benefits or adverse impacts were noted in the 1% design storm event.
Stormwater heights showed between a 0 to 10 mm drop across the area. This is likely due to the upgrades not being significant
enough to impact the 1% AEP stormwater event. Although proposed drainage replicates nearby infrastructure it is not sufficient to
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capture enough flow to cause any substantial impact. There may be more beneficial results in more frequent events; however, this
has not been assessed at present.
Option 1 may still be considered a viable option following the alterations outlined below.
2.2.1.3

Additional Work

Water Modelling Solutions are currently trailing an Option 1 with larger pipe capacity of 1200 mm throughout the system and a
larger series of SEPs to understand if any benefit can be achieved, this will form Option 1B. This option will identify whether any
further investigation is necessary in the area. If a substantial net benefit is achieved, a deeper understanding of the influences in the
area may be necessary.
2.2.2

Option 2 – Possum Gully and Caledonian Gully Works

2.2.2.1

Location and Description

Option 2 involves the removal of exotic vegetation upstream and downstream of the Possum Gully at High Street intersection and
Caledonian Gully at High Street. Exotic vegetation constricts waterways during large storm events as vegetation is swept into
drainage infrastructure i.e. pipes, pits and bridges, blocking the passage of flood waters.
Flood depths in the area under existing conditions show a number of properties experiencing inundation. Though depths exceeding
350 mm are largely restricted to the waterway corridor, this option provides a simple solution to any potential inundation or access
to and from the township during events larger than a 1% AEP event.
The hydraulic roughness of the local area, upstream and downstream of the gully intersecting the road has been reduced to replicate
the removal of the exotic vegetation. This is intended to allow flows to better traverse the structures and prevent backwater events
inundating properties and building envelopes.
2.2.2.2

Stormwater Impacts

Option 2 was modelled for the 1% AEP design storm event. The impacts in the 1% AEP event are described below and mapped
further below to understand the impact of this option on flood behaviour.
Figure 4-3 shows the impacts of peak flood level as a result of option 2. This option prevents restricted flows through Possum Gully
and Caledonian Gully under High Street by removing the exotic vegetation that blocks the local drainage infrastructure. The results
show a localised drop in storm levels upstream of between 50 to 100mm, and a slight increase downstream as flows are now able
to traverse the structures more efficiently. The decrease in storm levels is present across a number of properties.
This option is considered a viable option and should be included in the detailed mitigation assessment.
2.2.3

Option 3 – Golden Gully Upstream Storage

2.2.3.1

Location and Description

This option involves constructing a wetland or dam upstream of the rail trail. This provides increased flood storage during the 1%
AEP storm event. It is intended to restrict flow and follow-on inundation downstream along Golden Gully, particularly along Ebden
and Playne Street. The proposed location is upstream of the rail trail with large amounts of un-used land, this area can accommodate
a large water storage system.
Under existing conditions Golden Gully freely flows from the upper catchment, across Herriot Street eventually inundating a number
of properties to depths of over 1 metre along Ebden Street. 10 properties experience depths of between 100 – 300 mm between
Playne Street and the Rail Trail.
The chosen area was proposed by the City of Greater Bendigo and uses the existing topography as the invert level and is dropped
by 300 – 500 mm to replicate a wetland (depths in the centre are approximately 500 mm). The approximate volume of the wetland
is 1500m3. The hydraulic roughness of the zone was altered to replicate a water storage with reedy vegetation.
2.2.3.2

Stormwater Impacts

Option 3, shown in Figure 4-4, demonstrates decreased storm levels throughout the drainage line of between 0 to 200 mm stemming
from the proposed wetland location downstream along Golden Gully. Several properties, Ebden Street and Playne Street all
experience reduced flood levels. A number of properties that were inundated become flood-free in this event.
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This option would require minimal infrastructure and potentially provide an environmental and community asset with a net benefit
in storm water risk and should be reviewed in the detailed mitigation assessment.
2.2.3.3

Potential Detailed Design Work

Further definition, increased capacity and location options should be explored to provide a larger benefit to the community.
2.2.4

Option 4 – Barrack Street Upstream Storage

2.2.4.1

Location and Description

Option 4 involves constructing a wetland or dam upstream of the Camp Street in the adjacent dog park to Barrack Street. This
provides increased flood storage during the 1% AEP storm event. It is intended to restrict sheeting flow across Camp Street
subsequently alleviating pressure on the stormwater system along Barrack Street near the Bakery.
The existing results show a drainage line that flows from the upper catchment, through the dog park, and along Barrack Street. The
storm water then ponds behind High Street causing inundation to a number of properties of between 200 – 400 mm deep. High
Street acts as a hydraulic control in the area.
The chosen area used the existing topography and was dropped by 300 – 500 mm to replicate a wetland. The approximate volume
of the wetland is 300m3. The hydraulic roughness of the zone was altered to replicate a water storage with reedy vegetation.
2.2.4.2

Stormwater Impacts

Figure 4-5 demonstrates a limited benefit to the proposed wetland works. Stormwater levels are reduced at the wetland and slightly
north across Hospital Street and the adjacent property by between 0 – 50 mm, however this is the limit of the impacts. The
properties inundated during the existing scenario remain inundated.
2.2.4.3

Additional Work

Further definition, increased capacity and location options can be explored, however modelled results show limited benefit.
2.2.5

Option 5 – Barrack Street Upgrades

2.2.5.1

Location and Description

Increasing the capacity of culverts across the sports field along Barrack Street. Backwater events occur behind the High Street /
Barrack Street intersection causing inundation to nearby properties, and by increasing the capacity and constructing stormwater
drainage infrastructure flows can be largely contained.
As mentioned above, a number of properties are inundated behind High Street and along Barrack Street. Depths in the area range
from between 100 – 400 mm with building footprints subject to above floor level inundation.
The existing stormwater pipes were doubled in size and represented by twin 600 mm pipes which begin on the eastern side of High
Street.
2.2.5.2

Stormwater Impacts

No significant benefits or adverse impacts were noted in the 1% design storm event. Investigation identified that to find the best
results in this area, the entire stormwater system at the Barrack Street / High Street intersection requires upgrading. This would
involve increasing the capacity of the drainage along Barrack Street, Hospital Street and High Street.
With the incurrent costs associated with the upgrade stormwater infrastructure, and the negligible beneficial impacts, this option is
not recommended to progress for further assessment.
2.2.5.3

Additional Work

An option could be explored in a combination approach of Option 4 and Option 5 which may provide a net benefit to the area. The
retardation of flows upstream may release pressure on the existing infrastructure and the increased capacity through to McIvor
Creek could prevent any backwater events.
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2.2.6

Option 6 – Clouston Street Upgrades

2.2.6.1

Location and Description

Option 6 involves constructing stormwater infrastructure near Clouston Court across High Street which could assist with diverting
flows away from properties into existing infrastructure downstream. The existing network runs at capacity during the 1% AEP event,
therefore, allowing additional capacity may reduce inundation and impacts to properties.
As identified in Option 1, storm depths within the Coulston Street, Hunter Plance and Marshall Crescent area exceed 350 mm, the
acceptable depth for residential properties footprints and access/egress from a flood hazard perspective. Stormwater depths on
the north-eastern area along Clouston Street typically do not exceed 200 mm. The existing depths downstream provide a potential
opportunity to allow flows to disperse further in this area.
The scenario was represented by a series of 600 mm pipes and associated SEPs along Hunter Place, Clouston Street and across
High Street. The stormwater then discharges downstream into existing stormwater infrastructure releasing pressures on the
system.
2.2.6.2

Stormwater Impacts

Flood levels, shown in Figure 4-7, have been reduced across Hunter Place and the nearby service station; the proposed stormwater
allows for increased capacity of existing infrastructure in the area. Flows across Hunter Place and Clouston Street reduce by 20 to
100 mm.
2.2.6.3

Additional Work

Although the impacts are localised, there is scope for detailed assessment to further understand if the local system may alleviate
inundation around the Marchall Crescent and Mitchell Street intersection.
2.2.7

Option 7 – Shakespere Street Upgrades

2.2.7.1

Location and Description

Constructing stormwater infrastructure along Shakespere Street could assist with diverting flows along Hunter Palace into McIvor
Creek. There is limited existing drainage infrastructure between Heathcote-North Costerfield Road and Ross Street.
In the existing scenario flows along Dead Horse Gully breakout at the Heathcote-North Costerfield Road / Shakespere Street
intersection. The result is about 40 properties parcels being inundated with above floor level inundation to approximately half of the
properties inundated. These depths range from 100 – 700 mm with the worst experienced west of Shakespere Street. Flows run
along the roadside toward McIvor creek range in depths from 100 – 300mm.
A series of 375 mm pipes and associated SEPs were modelled along the eastern side of Shakespere Street, replicating the existing
stormwater infrastructure downstream. These pipes begin at the abovementioned intersection to capture flows that currently
inundate properties and divert them along the roadside toward McIvor Creek.
2.2.7.2

Stormwater Impacts

Figure 4-8 showed no significant benefits or adverse impacts were noted in the 1% design storm event. As Dead Horse Gully is a
major floodway, the capacity of the proposed infrastructure was reached quickly and resulted in negligible net benefits throughout
the system. Therefore, it would not just be a matter of building stormwater infrastructure but also upgrading the existing
downstream network to reflect large increases in capacity.
2.2.7.3

Additional Work

Water Modelling Solutions is currently trailing Option 7 with a much larger pipe capacity of 1200 mm which discharges upstream
of the existing system at Ross Street the system includes a larger series of SEPs (1.8m x 0.74m), this will form Option 7B. The
increased capacity may alleviate some above floor inundation, though with stormwater volume that flows along Dead Horse Creek
other options should be investigated.
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2.2.8

Option 8 – Golden Gully Works

2.2.8.1

Location and Description

Option 8 involves the increase of the capacity downstream of High Street along Golden Gully. The existing concrete channel tapers
along Morris Street. This causes a bottleneck and increased back water inundating a number of nearby properties. By widening the
channel larger flows can pass through the area, preventing breakouts along Wright Street.
The existing scenario represents Golden Gully as a relatively constricted channel, bounded on either side by fences and buildings.
Flood depths within the channel exceed 2 metres prior to entering McIvor Creek but for much of the channel remain at approximately
600mm. The 1% AEP storm extent shows that instead of flows remaining within the channel, the water breaks out across a
depression in the landscape, along and then across Wright Street causing further inundation to properties located along McIvor
Creek.
The proposed mitigation option widens the channel therefore increasing the capacity. This increase was approximately 2 – 3 metres
wide along Morris Street.
2.2.8.2

Stormwater Impacts

Option 8 results, shown in Figure 4-9, identify a localised improvement with flood heights reducing by 60 to 600 mm, though the
largest decreases are observed within the channel. Flood heights across nearby building footprints reduce by approximately 60 mm,
and do not constitute a significant net benefit in the area. Currently the nearby vegetation, and topography changes continue to
impact the area.
The benefits in the 1% AEP storm event are minimal.
2.2.8.3

Potential Detailed Design Work

This mitigation option with its increase in capacity did results in significant benefit. There is scope for increased capacity upstream
and downstream by better defining the channel. As the channel is lined and holds minimal environmental value a sharper batter on
the eastern and western banks could achieve a net benefit in the area.
As such this option should remain in contention for detailed assessment. A further modelling scenario can be run with the above
mentioned in mind.
2.2.9

Option 9 – Dead Horse Gully Works (Redefined Existing Easement)

2.2.9.1

Location and Description

Option 9 directs flows through a funnelled system along the existing easement at the inflow of Dead Horse Gully to the urbanised
area. By redefining the area with small bunds and increase infrastructure capacity it was hoped that depths that spill across the
neighbouring properties would be confined within the easement. This would allow flows to better traverse the area and limit
inundation on a number of property parcels.
Under existing conditions, the stormwater flows inundate a significant number of properties to in some cases over 1 metre in depth.
Dead Horse Gully enters the township without any clearly defined bed and banks and with a large catchment area, stormwater
swells the existing drainage infrastructure and spills.
The capacity of the underlying drainage was increased from 600mm to 1200mm along the system, 1 metre wide bunds were placed
on the “banks” of the easement to simulate a waterway and allow flows to funnel through the system.
2.2.9.2

Stormwater Impacts

Flood levels, shown in Figure 4-9, show a significant benefit to a large number of properties, however, there is also some significant
negative impacts. The capacity of the proposed drainage and defined channel allows many properties downstream to experience
flood height decreases of between 20 to 300 mm. However, the flows breakout of the channel upstream at Shakespere Street and
inundate a number of properties thereby increasing heights by >250mm. Flows across Wattle Drive increase by 10 mm.
This option may provide a beneficial alternative to Option 10 as it utilises the pre-existing drainage easement and infrastructure,
although this requires significant upgrades.
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2.2.9.3

Potential Detailed Design Work

Further insight into the potential height, location and width of the structure and the capacity of the stormwater infrastructure should
be investigated to gauge the potential for this mitigation option.
2.2.10

Option 10 – Dead Horse Gully Works (Roadside bund and drainage line)

2.2.10.1

Location and Description

This proposed mitigation option redirects flows from Dead Horse Gully from upstream of the Heathcote-North Costerfield Road.
The Heathcote-North Costerfield Road, Patterson Street and Shakespere Street culverts along the drainage pathway would require
an upgrade to allow increased capacity. A large bund or open channel along the unnamed road at the rear of the properties on Wattle
Drive would redirect flows toward the golf course. There may be some vegetation impacts through the crown land where the
bund/channel would be located.
In the existing 1% AEP storm event, storm extents cover much of the downstream property parcels with depths ranging from 100mm
to 1 metre. The existing infrastructure in the area reaches capacity quickly and the overland flows inundates properties along the
now ill-defined watercourse. The drainage easement is identifiable by a small patch of grass, which is used to convey the overland
flow paths.
The mitigation scenario involved modelling a bund or levee across Heathcote-North Costerfield Road and a stormwater pipe under
Shakespere Street. The levee was approximately 2 metres in width and a 1200 mm pipe was utilised.
2.2.10.2

Stormwater Impacts

The most significant net benefit is observed in Option 10, shown in Figure 4-11, with extents reduced and stormwater heights
reduced by between 10mm to over 1 metre. This option should be considered further given the significant benefits, however it would
be a high-cost option and would also require negotiation with VicRoads and Parks Victoria.
2.2.10.3

Potential Detailed Design Work

Further insight into the potential height, location and width of the structure should be investigated to gauge the potential for this
mitigation option.

2.3

FEASIBILITY DISCUSSION

Following community consultation and a meeting between Water Modelling Solutions, Council and Dryside Engineering a detailed
assessment will be conducted including concept design and costings for 3 – 4 of the abovementioned mitigation options.
The modelled results of the detailed mitigation options will be presented to community during a second round of consultation to
identify whether the options result in positive or negative responses.
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3

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Water Modelling Solutions in collaboration with Dryside Engineering and the City of Greater Bendigo has identified ten (10) potential
mitigation infrastructure options for the stormwater inundation of Heathcote, Victoria.
Following review of the abovementioned mitigation options Water Modelling Solutions, Dryside Engineering and Council will discuss
the preferred options for further modelling, costing, and concept design.
The mitigation scenarios outlined above provide a “mixed-bag” of results, some provide significant stormwater protection to the
township while others show no negligible impacts. Those which provide the most beneficial impacts in most cases incur the largest
financial restitution. Mitigation Option 10, which diverts flow around Dead Horse Gully, provides the largest net benefit to the
community with over 40 properties stand to benefit from being largely flood free during the 1% AEP storm event. Options 2, 3 and
9/10 are all recommended for further modelling and assessment. Whilst either a combination of or further iteration of one of options
1A, 6, 7A will be recommended for further modelling and assessment.
A general assessment of the impacts shows that due to the highly forested areas upstream of the township, heavy debris loads are
likely, and regular maintenance of the stormwater infrastructure throughout the township will be important, particularly during wetter
periods.
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APPENDIX A
1% AEP EXISTING FLOOD DEPTHS
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Figure 4-1

1% AEP Existing Stormwater Depths (m)
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APPENDIX B
1% AEP MITIGATION AFFLUX MAPS
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Figure 4-2

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 1 (no difference is transparent)

Figure 4-3

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 2 (no difference is transparent)
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Figure 4-4

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 3 (no difference is transparent)

Figure 4-5

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 4 (no difference is transparent)
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Figure 4-6

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 5 (no difference is transparent)

Figure 4-7

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 6 (no difference is transparent)
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Figure 4-8

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 7 (no difference is transparent)

Figure 4-9

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 8 (no difference is transparent)
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Figure 4-10

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison - Option 9 (no difference is transparent)

Figure 4-11

1% AEP Flood Height Comparison – Option 10 (no difference is transparent)
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